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Transform your lifestyle with 35 modern updos, knots, and twists!re searching for a quick, simple
knot for a lunch time date with close friends or an elegant updo for a particular date on the
town, you'Whether you'll find a lot of gorgeous hairstyles in DIY Updos, Knots, and Twists.
Melissa Make, creator of the popular beauty and fashion blog page missysue.ve seen on-line and
in journals.com, shares her hairstyling secrets and demonstrates how to recreate the fabulous
looks you' Featuring step-by-step instructions for 35 modern hairstyles, she'll teach you how to
master favorites like:Infinity BunBraided MohawkTwist Wrap ChignonTopsy Tail PonytailBraid-
Wrapped Aspect BunComplete with stunning photographs of each look, this guidebook will need
you from time to night with runway-ready hairstyles for every occasion!
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Very pretty book with mostly doable hair styles I struggled with this before purchasing it. Great
hairstyles, easy to check out instructions, step by step images. I couldn't tell if I was wasting my
money or not. I could prop it up to be able to read while carrying out my hair therefore i can
follow the step-by-step instructions.. About 50 % are easy to do yourself and the spouse I'd
either need intensive practice on or would need a second person to do. This was an excellent
beginners' reserve for me. I didn't possess any trouble following a instructions on the hairstyles
I've tried so far. If you can french braid your own hair, you're miles ahead of me, which is really
the largest part I have a problem with on my own.The reason I ultimately finished up buying the
book is that I love having a physical format to reference while trying to do my hair. I'm weirdly
impatient with video clips and simply prefer being given step-by-step guidelines. While I'm still
a little bit on the fence, I don't believe it was a waste. I've a smart phone that I use extensively as
well but sometimes the photos are hard to read and when both of your hands are occupied,
swiping remaining can be hard. It's modern and smartly designed. :-) I have tired every one of
them and have some new favorites. Love this book Love this publication. I have already been a
follower of missysue.com for a long period and was excited when I actually saw she put this
book out. This is a great addition to anyone's hair program. You can usually find new hairstyles
on-line despite having how tos. There are also these hairstyles on the internet. Way to go
Melissa Cook! unattractive regular styles; Feminine is back Gave this as something special for my
niece and she is now able to tackle braids in less than 10 minutes! Amazing to give as a gift or
keep as your very own reference for that appear of femininity and sophistication. love it. So
many hairstyles to pick from.. love it. In any case, I am pleased with my purchase and would
recommend it to a pal who likes to try new factors with her hair. This was a great beginners'
book for me I have very long hair and know nothing at all about what to do with it. However, the
images are actually helpful as are the guidelines. The illustrations and instructions as great! The
illustrations and guidelines as great Bought this as a gift for our child, and she actually is looking
forward to trying the different designs with her beautiful hair. and she is looking towards trying
the different styles with her beautiful hair. Five Stars A lot of great designs for kids. Great
resource for people into hairdos! Cannot wait to order it. Prematurily . to tell however the girls in
my own life will be trying out all of the hairstyles quickly.98 to come back it! Have nothing bad
to say about this book at all. Several of these styles are variations on one another, . These
designs are super neat even though not all of these are easy to accomplish, especially by
yourself, a lot of them are.. Several of these styles are variations using one another, so there
aren't really 35 hairstyles. There are only 4-5that I can perform on my somewhat-long, layered
hair. nothing new here waste of money (I had to pay $4. It is ok if you want a few styles Disliked
hardly any styles to chose from Nice book There are some guidelines and it’s nice to get a really
difficult cover book to refer to.);! nothing new right here; even the final photos of completed
designs look messy
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